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Dragon Actually Dragon Kin
The dragonriders explore the capabilities of the dragons' distant cousins, a discovery
that enables them to save more lives in their ongoing fight with Thread.
“Expect a lot of humor, snarky remarks, and great chemistry” in this fantasy adventure
from the New York Timesbestselling author of About a Dragon (Under the Covers Book
Blog). Only for those I love would I traipse into the merciless Northlands to risk life,
limb, and my exquisite beauty. But do they appreciate it? Do they say, “Gwenvael the
Handsome, you are the best among us—the most loved of all dragons?” No! For
centuries my family has refused to acknowledge my magnificence as well as my innate
humility. Yet for them, and because I am so chivalrous, I will brave the worst this land
has to offer. So here I stand, waiting to broker an alliance with the one the Northlanders
call The Beast. A being so fearful, the greatest warriors will only whisper its name. Yet I,
Gwenvael, will courageously face down this terrifying . . . woman? It turns out the
Beast, a.k.a. Dagmar Reinholdt, is a woman—one with steel-gray eyes and a shocking
disregard for my good looks. Beneath her plain robes and prim spectacles lies a
sensual creature waiting to be unleashed. Who better than a dragon to thaw out that icy
demeanor? And who better than a beast to finally tame a mighty dragon’s heart?
Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy
scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT
Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl
of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea
Harrison, New York Times bestselling author
Sanity is overrated in this “captivating, funny, exciting” fantasy adventure from the New
York Times bestselling author of the Scarred Earth Saga (Smexy Books). Some things
never go away, like vile enemies, bad ale, and annoying kin. But I thought I was
finished with the one dragon I’d have done anything for: Éibhear the Blue, a big,
gorgeous, blue-haired beast who thinks the world belongs to him. The world and,
apparently, me. So if Éibhear wants to play the caring hero and travel into the most
forsaken of Gods forsaken lands to protect the one woman who doesn’t need
it—namely me—I’ll let him. Because while I’m trying to fulfill a ridiculous quest for a
pushy god, I’m going to draw this overconfident warlord much too close, rekindle his
fires, and enjoy every minute of his delicious defeat . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin
Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious
dialogue have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars)
“A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.”—All
Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York
Times bestselling author "A hot, hot series." --Library Journal
"WARNING: easy to read for a much longer time than you plan! The plot and
characters are awesome." -littlekaylee ????? A secret organization wants to help her.
An ancient order wants her dead. And she doesn't even know what she is... Kaylee
Richards just blasted her first date with lightning. She has no idea how, but when the
creep pulls a sword on her, what’s a girl to do? Turns out Kaylee is a dragon-kin, a half
dragon/half human with the rare power to summon storms. The problem? Her newlydiscovered magic has attracted the wrong kind of attention: Slayers, a murderous
ancient order dedicated to eradicating all dragon-kin. They’re planning something big.
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Something deadly. And they need Kaylee to do it. A fast-paced young adult urban
fantasy with an awesome heroine, full of magic, wizards, and dragon shifters! “This
reader cannot wait for the next book in this series to be released!”~Elissa Rogers ?????
“This book is absolutely amazing. I found it hard to put down to sleep or go to work”
~Jennifer, Amazon Reviewer ????? “This book was so good. I had a hard time putting it
down!” ~Cassie, Amazon Reviewer ????? “Read the whole book in one sitting. Can't
wait for the next one” ~Amazon Reviewer ????? "Awesome characters. It kept me
drawn in from beginning to end!"~Amazon Reviewer ?????
Sherlock Holmes is an unparalleled genius. Warlock Holmes is an idiot. A font of
arcane power, certainly. But he’s brilliantly dim. Frankly, he couldn’t deduce his way
out of a paper bag. The only thing he has really got going for him are the might of a
thousand demons and his stalwart companion. Thankfully, Dr. Watson is always there
to aid him through the treacherous shoals of Victorian propriety… and save him from a
gruesome death every now and again.
In this tantalizing collection, four New York Times bestselling authors invite you into the
alluring worlds they've created in the Demonica, Guardians of Eternity, Nightwalkers,
and Dragon Kin series. Each mesmerizing page will leave you craving more. . .
"Vampire Fight Club" by Larissa Ione When a wave of violence forces shapeshifter
Vladlena to go undercover, her first stop is a haven of vice—with a dangerously sexy
vamp in charge. Both Vladlena and Nathan are hiding something, but they can't
conceal the lust that simmers between them . . . "Darkness Eternal" by Alexandra Ivy
After being held captive by one vampire for four centuries, Kata had no intention of
taking another one to the underworld with her. Yet even in the pits of hell, there's no
ignoring the intoxicating desire awakened by his touch. . . "Kane" by Jacquelyn Frank
Kane knows Corrine was meant to be his. . . just as he knows that truly possessing the
lovely human is forbidden. But on the night of the Samhain moon, the beast in every
demon is stronger than reason, and Kane's hunger is more powerful than any
punishment. . . "Dragon on Top" by G.A. Aiken Escorting the highborn Bram through
deadly Sand Dragon territory will try Ghleanna's patience. . . and her resolve. For Bram
is determined to enhance the journey with a seduction no female could resist. . .
This exquisite coloring book is a celebration of all things dragon. You'll find powerful
protector dragons, little hatchling dragons, and all kinds of dragon-inspired creatures over 50 images selected from the artist's treasure-trove of celebrated works. Ravynne's
intricate painting style lends itself perfectly to the meditative art of coloring-in. Use color
and your imagination to breathe new life into these extraordinary creatures. Step
through this doorway into a multiverse where the dragons dwell.96 page book, Page
size: 215 x 275 mmPrinted on premium quality 150gsm paper
With a cast of beloved characters from previous Pern novels, Dragongirl is another
triumph for Todd McCaffrey—and a riveting chapter for the Dragonriders of Pern. Young
Fiona, rider of the gold queen Talenth, has returned with the dragons and riders who
fled into the past to heal their battle wounds and prepare to fight anew the menace of
Thread. Now more than three years older, Fiona is no longer a child but a
woman—thrust into authority by a shocking tragedy. But leading weyrfolk who are
distrustful of a young outsider will be only one of her challenges. Despite gaining
reinforcements from the past, too few dragons have survived the recent plague to stem
the tide of the intensifying Threadfall. As a senior Weyrwoman, Fiona must take
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decisive action. With the aid of Lorana, the rider who sacrificed her dragon for others,
and Fiona’s true love, the harper Kindan, she proposes a daring, nearly impossible
plan. But if it succeeds, it just might save them all.
War makes strange bedfellows in this “awesome read . . . the perfect mix of mystery, action,
and romance” from the New York Times bestselling author (BTH Reviews). I, Gaius Domitus,
one-eyed rebel dragon king of the Provinces, know better than most that sacrifices must be
made, since I have to fight off half my ungrateful family on a regular basis to keep law and
order here in my lands. But I never expected to have to consort with a barbarian human
woman. Kachka is beautiful, if you like them fierce—and of course I do. But she keeps
complaining about how spoiled and decadent I am, and how a feared Daughter of the Steppes
has no time for foolish dragons. I think she likes my eye patch, though. It is quite dashing. With
death always at our tails, we take our passion like we take our allies. As they say, love the
barbarian you’re with . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of
bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique
pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying
brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea
Harrison, New York Times bestselling author
Can a powerless witch find happiness with an arrogant, impatient dragon? If the dragon has
his way, she sure as hell will. Book 2 in the award-winning Dragon Kin series! Talaith's life has
never been easy. A goddess has forced her into servitude. Her husband despises her. And all
those in her tiny village fear her. But just when she doesn't think her life can get any worse,
she's pulled from her bed one morning to be burned at the stake for being a witch. What she
never counted on was a terrifying silver dragon deciding to rescue her. Briec the Mighty didn't
really know what to do with a human female. Especially this one. Chatty and a bit of a
complainer, he doesn't understand why she can't simply admit to herself that she wants him.
Who wouldn't? He was Briec the Mighty after all. Females fought to spend the night in his
arms. But this one tiny woman with her many secrets and her annoying habit of referring to him
as "arrogant" has turned his simple dragon life upside down. WARNING: This story contains
explicit monogamous sex and graphic violence!
The ancient prophecy speaks of the five, those who will come to save all of dragonkind. Like
most prophecies, it leaves out a lot of the important details... The very ordinary elf girl who runs
for the hills--and gets lost in a forest instead. The dragon egg, precariously perched high in a
tree on a dark winter's night. And what happens when egg meets girl. Dragon Kin: Sapphire &
Lotus is book one of a new fantasy series for readers of all ages. If you love dragons, ordinary
heroes, or bravery that has to be earned one day at a time, we hope you'll give this book a try!
The planet Pern has been colonized for centuries by humans. When humans first settled on
this world, they did not take notice of its sister planet, which had an indigenous life form that
attempted to land on Pern when it came within reach. These silver "threads" fell in a
destructive wave on the temperate lands of Pern once every 200 years, destroying all life they
encountered. To combat this menace, the inhabitants of Pern developed a species of dragon
that could burn these threads out of the sky before they touched down. Now, centuries have
passed between threadfalls, and the danger of thread is considered a myth. However, a
dragon rider named F'lar knows that the riders are once again needed.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “Captivating . . . The McCaffreys are well known for their brilliant
characterizations, and they do not disappoint here.”—Booklist In Fort Hold, a clutch of fire-lizard
eggs is about to hatch, and Lord Bemin’s beautiful young daughter, Koriana, is determined to
Impress one of the delightful creatures. At the hatching, apprentice harper Kindan Impresses a
fire-lizard of his own . . . and wins the heart of Koriana. But Lord Bemin mistrusts harpers and
will not hear of a match between his daughter and the low-born Kindan. Then fate intervenes in
the form of a virulent plague as fast-spreading as it is deadly. Arising suddenly, as if out of
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nowhere, the contagion decimates hold after hold, paying no heed to distinctions of birth. In
this feverish crucible, friendship and love will be tested to the breaking point and beyond. For
with Threadfall scant years away, the Dragonriders dare not expose themselves to infection,
and it will fall to Kindan and his fellow apprentices to bravely search for a cure and save
humanity. “Strong storytelling and compelling drama, along with memorable
characters.”—Library Journal
In Anne McCaffrey’s New York Times bestselling Dragonseye, join Weyrleaders, Holders, and
Craftmasters in the creation of the legendary Star Stones and the teaching ballads of Pern! It's
been two hundred years since the deadly Thread fell like rain upon Pern, devouring everything
in its path. No one alive remembers that first horrific onslaught and no one believes in its
return—except for the dragonriders. For two centuries they have been practicing and training,
passing down from generation to generation the formidable Threadfighting techniques. Now
the ominous signs are appearing: the violent winter storms and volcanic eruptions that are said
to herald the approach of the Red Star and its lethal spawn. But one stubborn Lord Holder,
Chalkin of Bitra, refuses to believe--and that disbelief could spell disaster. So as the
dragonriders desperately train to face a terrifying enemy, they and the other Lord Holders must
find a way to deal with Chalkin—before history repeats itself and unleashes its virulence on all
of Pern. . . .
The unmissable first half of New York Times bestselling author G.A. Aiken’s bold, uproarious,
and undeniably sexy Dragon Kin series! Dragon Actually Annwyl has a knack for decapitating
legions of her ruthless brother’s soldiers without pausing for breath. But just once it would be
nice to be able to really talk to a man, the way she can talk to Fearghus the Destroyer. It’s just
too bad Fearghus is a dragon . . . isn’t it? About a Dragon For Nolwenn witch Talaith, a bad
day begins with being dragged from bed by an angry mob intent on her crispy end and
culminates in rescue by—wait for it—a silver-maned dragon. With a human form to die for, and
who is utterly spellbound by Nolwenn’s magic . . . What a Dragon Should Know Gwenvael the
Handsome certainly has a high opinion of himself. Which is why he’s been called upon to
broker an alliance with the one the Northlanders call The Beast. It turns out the Beast, a.k.a.
Dagmar Reinholdt, is a woman with a heart of ice only a dragon’s fire might melt . . . Last
Dragon Standing Keita is a charming, soft-spoken dragoness bred from the most powerful of
royal bloodlines. It’s a disguise that allows her to keep all suitors at tail’s length. Until Ragnar
the Cunning, a handsome barbarian warlord and warrior mage from the desolate Northlands
dismisses her as vapid, useless and, to her great annoyance, rather stupid! WTF?! A Tale of
Two Dragons Braith of the Darkness likes going through life unnoticed. Not an easy task for a
She-dragon of royal descent. But the evil plots of her father are turning her quiet, boring life
upside down. Except this time she won’t have to fight alone. Not when the warrior dragon of
her dreams—one Addolgar the Cheerful—is willing to risk everything to save her neck. Praise for
the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and
hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews, 4½ Stars
“A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.” —All Things
Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!” —New York Times bestselling author Thea
Harrison
“Personable characters and superb storytelling make this an excellent choice. . . . Essential for
Pern fans of all ages.”—Library Journal (starred review) The son of a miner, Kindan has no
expectations for any other life. He loves his lessons with the camp’s harper, but music isn’t
part of a miner’s future. He also enjoys helping out with the camp’s watch-wher— a creature
distantly related to dragons and uniquely suited to work in dark, cold spaces—but even that
important job can’t promise a future above the ground. Then disaster strikes. In one terrible
instant, Kindan loses his family and the camp loses its watch-wher. It will take a new friendship
and a new responsibility to teach Kindan that even a seemingly impossible dream is never out
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of reach . . . and that light can be found in the deepest darkness. “A guaranteed pleaser [in]
one of SF’s most splendid and longest-lived sagas.”—Booklist “Another delightful entry in the
Pern series.”—Publishers Weekly
The Dragon Star has chosen again - and this time, it must be mistaken. Lily is off to an elf
wedding with her friends, which might be a fate worse than death. So she thinks - until she
sticks her fingers in the water of a river far from home. What she finds will change her life and
challenge the bravest dragons she knows. And might involve some accidental dragon soup.
Dragon Kin: Lily & Oceana is book two of a new fantasy series for readers of all ages. If you
love dragons, ordinary heroes, and bravery that has to be earned one day at a time, we hope
you'll give Dragon Kin a try!
The New York Times bestselling author offers “absolutely everything a reader could want in a
book: action, sex, craziness, passion, lunacy and . . . humor” (Fresh Fiction). The trouble with
humans is that they’re far too sensitive. Forget you put a woman in the local jail for a few
months—and she takes it so personally! And yet she is the one trying to assassinate the queen.
And now I’m trapped with Elina Shestakova of the Black Bear Riders of the Midnight . . . gods!
That endless name! But what am I to do? I am Celyn the Charming with direct orders from my
queen to protect this unforgiving female. Even more shocking, this unforgiving female is
completely unimpressed by me. How is that even possible? But I know what I want and, for the
moment, I want her. And I’m sure that she, like all females, will learn to adore me. How could
she not when I am just so damn charming? Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s
patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this
series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall
rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud
funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling author
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A richly detailed story on a par with the rest of the Pern
canon . . . another successful McCaffrey mother-and-son collaboration.”—Booklist At Natalon’s
mining camp, Pellar embarks on a secret mission to discover whether the condemned
criminals known as the Shunned are stealing coal. But the gifted tracker discovers that a far
more treacherous plot is unfolding. A heartless thief named Tenim has realized there is profit to
be made from firestone, the volatile mineral that enables the dragons of Pern to burn the lethal
Thread out of the sky. When the last remaining firestone mine explodes, a desperate race
begins to find a new deposit of the deadly but essential mineral. Sure enough, Tenim has a
murderous plan to turn tragedy to his own advantage. Now Pellar and his new friends—the kind
and gentle Halla, a child of the Shunned, and Cristov, the son of a corrupt miner—must stop
Tenim. If they fail, it will mean the end for Pern and its dragonriders. “Grittier than the early
parts of the series; Todd’s apparently brought a wider, more current worldview to Pern.”—The
San Diego Union-Tribune “These fabled dragons still cast a spell.”—Publishers Weekly
From the creators of the hit show "Critical Role" comes Vox Machina's origin story! Writers
Matthew Mercer and Matthew Colville team with artist extraordinaire Olivia Samson and
colorist Chris Northrop to bring you the story of where the heroes' journey began. The band of
adventurers known as Vox Machina will save the world. Eventually. But even they have to start
somewhere. Six would-be heroes on seemingly different jobs find their paths intertwined as
they investigate shady business in the swamp town of Stilben. They'll need to put their heads-and weapons--together to figure out what's going on...and keep from being killed in the
process. Even then, whether or not they can overcome what truly lurks at the bottom of the
town's travails remains to be seen! Collects Critical Role Vox Machina: Origins comics issues
#1-6, one of the best selling digital comics ever!
No Marketing Blurb
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Go back in time and visit Pern like it’s never been seen
before in this thrilling prequel about the creation of dragons. The beautiful planet Pern seemed
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a paradise to its new colonists—until unimaginable terror turned it into hell. Suddenly deadly
spores were falling like silver threads from the sky, devouring everything—and everyone—on
their path. It began to look as if the colony, cut off from Earth and lacking the resources to
combat the menace, was doomed. Then some of the colonists noticed that the small,
dragonlike lizards that inhabited their new world were joining the fight against Thread,
breathing fire on it and teleporting to safety. If only, they thought, the dragonets were big
enough for a human to ride and intelligent enough to work as a team with a rider… And so they
set their most talented geneticist to work to create the creatures Pern so desperately
needed—Dragons!
With a nickname like Annwyl the Bloody, men tend to either cower in fear at the sight of me, or
salute. So it would be nice to find a man I can actually talk to, just the way I can talk to
Fearghus the Destroyer. Then again, Fearghus is a dragon . . . Find out for yourself why All
Things Urban Fantasy calls the Dragon Kin series, 'As bawdy, crass, and hilarious as anything
I could have hoped for!' and read the prequel novella, 'A Tale of Two Dragons,' to see where
the insanity began! 'A hot, hot series.' Library Journal
The magic treehouse takes Jack and Annie back two thousand years to ancient China where
they must find the original copy of an old legend before the Imperial Library is burned down by
the evil Dragon King.
While battling against her greatest enemies, a warrior princess is torn between her fierce
desire for an arrogant knight and her feelings for a powerful dragon. Original.
First in the “hot, hot” and humorous fantasy series from the New York Times bestselling
author of the Scarred Earth Saga (Library Journal). Braith of the Darkness likes going through
life unnoticed. Not an easy task for a She-dragon of royal descent. But the evil plots of her
father are turning her quiet, boring life upside down, and she has now become the enemy of
the most vicious queen her kind has ever known. But for once, Braith won’t have to fight
alone. Not when the warrior dragon of her dreams is willing to risk everything to save her neck.
Addolgar the Cheerful wishes he could say he’s helping the pretty royal strictly for honorable
reasons—but he’d be lying. It’s not his fault, though! He didn’t tell Braith of the Darkness to
have the most delicious tail he’s ever seen! Yet before Addolgar can get his very strong claws
on that tail, heads are going to roll. Just hopefully not theirs . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin
Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue
have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest
thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy
“Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling author
"You must go to the dragon. You must leave tonight." Before she even hears the words,
Kaeldra already knows she must find the mother dragon whose draclings have just hatched
and get some of the precious milk in order to save her foster sister’s life. Since Kaeldra can
communicate with dragons, she is the only one who can accomplish the task. And so she
begins a journey that will entwine her fate with that of three little draclings and one would-be
dragonslayer—a journey that will become a struggle for life.
The New York Times bestselling author “brings back her irresistibly humorous, snarky, action
packed, violent and outrageously larger than life dragons” (Smexy Books). HE SAYS . . . I,
Aidan the Divine, am, well divine. My name was given to me by the Dragon Queen herself! I’m
a delight! Cheerful. Charming. And a mighty warrior who is extremely handsome with a very
large and well-hidden hoard of gold. I am also royal born, despite the fact that most in my
family are horrendous beings that don’t deserve to live. And yet, Branwen the Awful—a lowborn, no less—either tells me to shut up or, worse, ignores me completely. SHE SAYS . . . I’ll
admit, I ignore Aidan the Divine because it annoys him. A lot. But, we have so much to do right
now, I can’t worry about why he keeps looking at me like he’s thinking about kissing me. We
have our nations to save and no time for such bloody foolishness . . . no matter how good
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Aidan looks or how long his spiked tail is. Because before this war destroys everything we
love, we’ll have to face our enemies together. But if we make it out alive, who knows what the
future will hold . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty
action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique
pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying
brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea
Harrison, New York Times bestselling author “A hot-hot series.” —Library Journal &l
“There’s never a dull moment with these dragons. Fighting! Mayhem! Danger! . . . a fun read”
from the New York Times bestselling author (Vampire Book Club). I was raised for battle. And
as the first daughter of a warrior family, I’ve earned my reputation the hard way. Yet now I fight
alongside uncivilized male Northland dragons who think a female is only good for breeding and
waiting back home in the cave. But it’s the foolish and foolhardy who would try to stop me,
Rhona the Fearless, from doing what I do best—destroying the enemies of my kind. So the
smartest thing wily barbarian Vigholf the Abhorrent can do for me is stay out of my way as we
risk all on a deadly mission in enemy territory. I don’t care if he’s fascinated by me, even
though he is as attractive as he is resourceful. He’s having far too much fun putting me in
difficult situations and testing my sense of duty to the limit. And I’m going to enjoy challenging
his insufferable confidence, outwitting his schemes, and making him surrender in the wildest
ways . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy
scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book
Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good
book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York
Times bestselling author
“When McCaffrey's beloved dragons roar and their riders soar on the beasts' mighty backs . . .
fans of Pern will likely be enthralled.”—Publishers Weekly For generations, the dragonriders
had dedicated their lives to fighting Thread, the dreaded spores that periodically rained from
the sky to ravage the land. On the backs of their magnificent telepathic dragons they flew to
flame the deadly stuff out of the air before it could reach the planet's surface. But the greatest
dream of the dragonriders was to find a way to eradicate Thread completely, so that never
again would their beloved Pern be threatened with destruction. Now, for the first time, it looks
as if that dream can come true. For when the people of Pern, led by Masterharper Robinton
and F'lar and Lessa, Weyrleader and Weyrwoman of Bendon Weyr, excavate the ancient
remains of the planet's original settlement, they uncover the colonists' voice-activated artificial
intelligence system—which still functions. And the computer has incredible news for them:
There is a chance—a good chance—that they can, at long last, annihilate Thread once and for
all.
The first time I met Jax Blackwood things went a little sideways. In my defense, I didn’t know
he was Jax Blackwood—who expects a legendary rock star to be shopping for groceries? More
importantly, a blizzard was coming and he was about to grab the last carton of mint-chocolate
chip. Still, I might have walked away, but then he smugly dared me to try and take the coveted
ice cream. So I kissed him. And distracted that mint-chip right out of his hands. Okay, it was a
dirty move, but desperate times and all that. Besides, I never expected he’d be my new
neighbor. An annoying neighbor who takes great pleasure in reminding me that I owe him ice
cream but would happily accept more kisses as payment. An irresistible neighbor who keeps
me up while playing guitar naked–spectacularly naked–in his living room. Clearly, avoidance is
key. Except nothing about Jax is easy to ignore—not the way he makes me laugh, or that his
particular brand of darkness matches mine, or how one look from him melts me faster than
butter under a hot sun. Neither of us believes in love or forever. Yet we’re quickly becoming
each other’s addiction. But we could be more. We could be everything. All we have to do is
trust enough to fall
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The unputdownable second half of New York Times bestselling author G.A. Aiken’s wildly
funny, hot and unmistakably kick ass Dragon Kin series. The Dragon Who Loved Me Rhona
the Fearless must fight alongside uncivilized male Northland dragons who think a female is
only good for breeding. But only fools would try to stop her from doing what she does
best—destroying the enemies of her kind. So the smartest thing wily barbarian Vigholf the
Abhorrent can do is stay out of her way . . . How to Drive a Dragon Crazy Izzy thought she was
finished with the one dragon she’d have done anything for: Éibhear the Blue, a big, gorgeous,
blue-haired beast who wants to protect her from danger. That’s fine with her, because while
she’s trying to fulfill a ridiculous quest for a pushy god, she’ll draw the overconfident warlord
in and rekindle his smoldering fires . . . Light My Fire Celyn the Charming has direct orders
from his queen to protect Elina Shestakova of the Black Bear Riders of the Midnight. Gods!
That endless name! Worse still, this unforgiving female is completely unimpressed by Celyn.
How is that even possible? Especially when he is just so damn charming? Feel the Burn Gaius
Domitus, the one-eyed rebel dragon king, must fight off half of his ungrateful family on a
regular basis to keep law and order in his lands. But he never expected to have to consort with
a barbarian human woman. Kachka may be beautiful and fierce, but the feared Daughter of the
Steppes has no time for foolish dragons. Though she may have a thing for his eyepatch . . .
Bring the Heat Aidan the Divine is also a delight, cheerful, charming, and a royal warrior who is
extremely handsome with a very large and well-hidden hoard of gold. And yet, Branwen the
Awful—a low-born, no less—either tells him to shut up or, worse, ignores him completely. But if
they’re going to win the war, they’re going to have to fight side by side . . . Dragon on Top
Ghleanna the Decimator knows no fear, no pain, and no mercy. She does, however, know
acute embarrassment! Especially after getting dumped by a bastard dragon in front of her own
troops. All she wants to do is sulk in her cave but Her Majesty has ordered her to escort Bram
the Merciful through dangerous territories—not exactly the best use of her military training. Then
again . . . Bram is quite easy on the eyes . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s
patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this
series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews, 4½ Stars “A chest thumping, mead-hall
rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.” —All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud
funny—I loved it!” —New York Times bestselling author Thea Harrison
Dragon's KinDel Rey
When the prophesy about a blacksmith ascending to the throne of the Black Hills proves true,
Keeley must protect her younger sister from the enraged sons of the Old King with the help of
the Amichai, kilt-wearing mountain warriors.
“Sexy and outrageous humor” heat up this fun fantasy from the New York Times bestselling
author of the Scarred Earth Saga (Romantic Times). I know what they see when they look at
me. The charming, soft-spoken dragoness bred from the most powerful of royal bloodlines. A
disguise stronger than any battle shield that allows me to keep all suitors at tail’s length. A
technique that’s worked until him. Until Ragnar the Cunning, handsome barbarian warlord and
warrior mage from the desolate Northlands. Unlike those who’ve come before him, he does
not simply submit to my astounding charm and devastating smile. Instead, he dismisses me as
vapid, useless and, to my great annoyance, rather stupid! Yet I’ll allow no male to dismiss me.
Soon he’ll learn my worth, my many skills, and the strength of my will. For this one challenges
me enough to make me want to ruthlessly taunt him, tease him and, finally, when the trap is
set, bring him to his knees. Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of
bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique
pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying
brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea
Harrison, New York Times bestselling author
A healer and a dragon queen. They're meant for each other--and for so much more. A baby,
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abandoned on a harsh slope to die. She grew into a healer, but she can't grow out of the thing
that keeps her from being entirely human. An ice-blue dragon who will one day be queen. Selfconfident, and beloved, but there has always been a hole inside her that nothing can fill.
Neither of them is ready for what awaits--but the Star doesn't wait for those it calls to be ready.
Renowned for his fighting prowess, Ailean the Wicked has a new conquest in mind—the
gorgeous dragoness Shalin the Innocent. While he’s saving her from her enemies, he plans to
prove that even in human form a bad-boy dragon can show a girl a good time that’s truly off
the scale . . . Originally published in Everlasting Bad Boys. “Fans of Aiken’s Dragon Kin
romantic fantasy series will not be disappointed…A tale filled with Aiken’s trademark over-thetop humor, outrageous situations, and exhilarating action scenes.” —Publishers Weekly on
Bring the Heat “This potent story mix is wacky and fun-filled, with plenty of humor and bloodthirsty action.” —RT Book Reviews, 4.5 Stars on Feel the Burn “This tale should definitely
please fans of sexy shape-shifters and epic sagas." —Booklist on About a Dragon
"Gemma Smythe dedicated her life to the glory of battle. With her fellow War Monks, she
worshipped the war gods, rained destruction on her enemies, and raised the dead when the
fancy took her. Until her sister Keeley became the prophesied Blacksmith Queen, and Gemma
broke faith with her order to journey to the Amichai Mountain and fight by Keeley's side.The
Amichai warriors are an unruly, never-to-be-tamed lot, especially their leader-in-waiting, Quinn.
But when the War Monks declare support for Gemma's ruthless younger sister Beatrix, the
immaturity of her key ally is the least of Gemma's problems. She has to get to the grand
masters, dispel their grudge against her, and persuade them to fight for Keeley and justice. If
her conviction can't sway them, perhaps Quinn's irritating, irreverent, clearly unhinged, ferocity
will win the day."--Provided by publisher.
A little dragon tenderness goes a long way in the “hot, hot” fantasy series from the New York
Times bestselling author of the Scarred Earth Saga (Library Journal). I am Ghleanna the
Decimator. I am a warrior. A soldier. I know no fear. No pain. No mercy. I do, however, know
acute embarrassment! How could I not after getting dumped by a bastard dragon in front of my
own troops? So I tuck tail and return to my cave, drowning my sorrows in ale—as is my family’s
way. But instead of leaving me to my misery, I’ve been summoned to the Dragon Queen’s
court. As if my life wasn’t pathetic enough, Her Majesty now has me escorting the highborn
Bram the Merciful through dangerous territories—not exactly the best use of my military training.
And just so he can negotiate with enemy dragons instead of battling them? Honestly, what has
my world come to? Then again . . . Bram is quite easy on the eyes. And the perfect distraction
for what ails me. Perhaps I’m looking at all this the wrong way. Maybe there is a place for a
little “mercy” in my life . . . Previously published in Supernatural. Praise for the Dragon Kin
Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue
have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest
thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy
“Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling author
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